Due to the coronavirus pandemic, the EBSB events were shifted to online mode. The event was conducted on Google Meet on Thursday, 4th June at 4:00 PM.

The event started off with a warm welcome to the students and respected professors and research scholars present, followed by a presentation on West Bengal.

The presentation was prepared by Parichita Das, and was delivered by Ashwin Kumar. The presentation included the culture of West Bengal, traditions, and a short glimpse of the lifestyle of the state. The presentation introduced the audience to the famous food of West Bengal and finally touched upon the recent disastrous cyclone Amphan.

Finally, Parichita Das performed a Rabindrasangeet named Phule Phule Dhole Dhole and with that the event was concluded.

Attached below are a few images of the event.
Welcome to Bengal

The cultural capital of India

So unfair to talk about Bengal and not to mention the foods! No doubt a Bengali is a foodie, and no shame in accepting that. And why not! When your state has so much to offer! Some rich Bengali cuisines are Sorshe Ilish (A preparation of mustard and Hilsa Fish), Sukhto (A kind of vegetable soup with milk, especially side dishes with rice) and not to forget our favourite Roshogolla! Yes that is Roshogolla, not Ras-gulla or Ras-golla!
Other popular Bengali activities include *Adda at a tea stall* (gossiping from political to cultural content).

*Mohanbangan v/s East Bengal! Football! That’s the most popular argumentative discussion here!*

I present to you some beauties of Bengal now:

- National Library
- Victoria Memorial
- Jorashanko (Tagore’s house)
- Tipu Sultan Mosque
- Dakshineswar Kali Bari